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Global sections of structure sheaves of Keigher
rings∗
Dmitry Trushin†
Abstract
Answering a question of J. Kovacic, we show that, for any Keigher ring,
its differential spectrum coincides with the differential spectrum of the
ring of global sections of the structure sheaf. In particular, we obtain the
answer for Ritt algebras, that is, differential rings containing the rational
numbers.
Introduction
The study of differential schemes began in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and was continued
in [4, 5] and [2]. In [6], a different approach is taken than what we take here; in
particular, the definition of the structure sheaf is different. [3] has yet another
approach. In that work, a differential scheme is a scheme whose structure sheaf
consists of differential rings. Further, the theory of differential schemes was
developed in [12, 13].
We will use the definition of a structure sheaf O on the differential spectrum
X of a differential ring A as in [12, 13]. It turns out that the ring of global
sections of the structure sheaf does not necessarily coincide with the initial ring.
Then, it is natural to ask whether the differential spectrum of the ring of global
sections O(X) coincides with the differential spectrum of the initial differential
ring A. Several situations in which the desired equality holds are described
in [12, Proposition 10.5]. However, the most interesting case is the case of Ritt
algebras, that is differential rings containing Q. [13, Example 7.4] shows that
[12, Proposition 10.5] cannot be applied to all Ritt algebras. We resolve this
issue for a wider class of differential rings – the Keigher rings [12, Definition 2.3].
The idea of the proof is the following. First, we modify the structure sheaf to
the one that is both easier for us to deal with and does not lose the information
about the differential spectrum. Using simple topological fact, we show that the
differential spectrum of global sections of the new sheaf coincides with that of
the initial ring. In our method, the hypothesis that the ring is a Keigher ring
is used essentially.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall some basic defini-
tions taken from [12] and [13]. In Section 2, we construct the above mentioned
auxiliary sheaf and investigate its properties. The topological result is presented
in Lemma 2.1 and the main result of the section is in Theorem 2.6. In Section 3,
we prove the main result (Theorem 3.2). Corollary 3.3 gives the answer in the
case of Ritt algebras.
1 Terms and notation
Throughout the text the word ring means an associative commutative ring with
a unit. All homomorphisms preserve the unit. A differential ring is a ring with
finitely many pairwise commuting derivations. A differential ring is called a
Keigher ring if for any differential ideal a its radical r(a) = {x | xn ∈ a} is a
differential ideal too. For any differential ring A, the set of all prime differen-
tial ideals is denoted by Spec∆A and is called the differential spectrum of A.
For any subset E ⊆ A, the set of all prime differential ideals containing E is
denoted by V (E). Defining V (E) as closed subsets, we provide the differential
spectrum with the Kolchin topology. For any subset E ⊆ A, the smallest radical
differential ideal containing E will be denoted by {E}.
Denote the differential spectrum of A by X and let s ∈ A. Then, the set
of all prime differential ideals not containing s is denoted by Xs. For the set
S = {sn}∞n=0, the localization S
−1A is denoted by As. If p is a prime ideal
then we denote the ring S−1A by Ap, where S = A \ p. For any differential
homomorphism f : A→ B, we define the corresponding map
f∗ : Spec∆B → Spec∆A, f∗(p) = f−1(p).
We will briefly recall the notion of structure sheaf on the differential spectrum
of a differential ring A. Consider the set of all functions
f : X →
⋃
p∈X
Ap | f(p) ∈ Ap

 .
A function f will be called regular at a point p if there exists an open neigh-
borhood U of p and a, b ∈ A, where for all q ∈ U we have b 6∈ q, such that for
all q ∈ U it follows that f(q) = a/b in Aq. The set of all functions that are
regular at all points of the open subset U will be denoted by O(U). The family
O(U) with the restriction homomorphisms form a sheaf of differential rings [12,
Section 4]. We will call this sheaf a structure sheaf.
The ring O(X) will be denoted by Â. There is a map ι : A → Â such
that a 7→ ϕ, where ϕ(p) = a/1 in Ap One can show that ι is a differential
homomorphism. Further details about the structure sheaf can be found in [12].
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2 Auxiliary sheaf
In this section, we construct another sheaf for which the desired problem will be
solved by a straightforward calculation. The general proof given in Section 3 is
based on a reduction of the initial problem to the problem solved in this section.
Let A be an arbitrary differential ring. For any prime differential ideal p, its
residue field will be denoted by K(p), that is, the fraction field of A/p. Consider
the set of all functions
f : X →
⋃
p∈X
K(p) | f(p) ∈ K(p)

 .
A function f will be called regular at a point p if there exists an open neigh-
borhood U of p and a, b ∈ A, where for all q ∈ U we have b 6∈ q, such that for
all q ∈ U it follows that f(q) = a/b in K(q). The set of all functions that are
regular at all points of U will be denoted by O′(U). The family of all such rings
with the restriction homomorphisms form a sheaf of differential rings on X .
Define a differential homomorphism ι′ : A→ O′(X) by the rule a 7→ ϕ such
that ϕ(p) = a in K(p). Our proof is based on the following statement.
Lemma 2.1. Let ϕ : X → Y be a map of topological spaces and let two covers
Uα and Vα of X and Y , respectively, be given. Then, if for any pair of indices α
and α′ the map ϕ : Uα∩Uα′ → Vα∩Vα′ is well-defined and is a homeomorphism
then ϕ : X → Y is a homeomorphism too.
Proof. Take α = α′. Then, ϕ is a local homeomorphism. We need to prove
that ϕ is injective. Let x ∈ Uα and y ∈ Uα′ be such that z = f(x) = f(y).
Then, z ∈ Vα ∩ Vα′ . Since ϕ is a homeomorphism of Uα ∩Uα′ and Vα ∩ Vα′ , the
intersection Uα ∩ Uα′ is not empty and contains w such that ϕ(w) = z. But x
and w both belong to Uα and their images coincide. Thus, x = w. A similar
argument shows that y = w.
Now, we will prove some auxiliary facts.
Lemma 2.2. Let A and B be differential rings, ν : A → B be a differential
homomorphism, and B be differentially generated over A by a single element
η such that there exists a family of elements b1, . . . , bn of A with conditions
bkη ∈ ν(A) and {b1, . . . , bn} = A. Then, the contraction map
ν∗ : Spec∆B → V (ker ν)
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. First, replacing A by A/ ker ν, we may suppose that ν is injective. Let
X = Spec∆A and Y = Spec∆B. Now, we will divide the differential spectra
into finitely many open subsets as follows:
X = Xb1 ∪ . . . ∪Xbn
Y = Yb1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ybn
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We need to check the hypothesis of the previous lemma for the covers {Xbi}
and {Ybi}. The proof is based on [1, Exercise. 21 (i,ii) p. 46]. We replace Xbi
by the differential spectrum of Abi and Ybi by the differential spectrum of Bbi .
From the mentioned exercise, it follows that the restriction of ν∗ coincides with
ν∗bi (see [1, Excercise 21 (ii) p. 47]).
In order to show the desired result, we will calculate both localizations Abi
and Bbi . Let biη = ai ∈ A. Consider
Bbi = (A{η})bi = A{ai/bi, 1/bi} = A{1/bi} = Abi
Therefore, the localization of ν : A→ B by bi induces the identity map
νbi = Id : Abi → Bbi = Abi .
So, the desired homeomorphism between Xbi and Ybi has been obtained.
The last step of the proof is to show that ν∗ induces a homeomorphism
between Xbi ∩ Xbj and Ybi ∩ Ybj . Having noted that Xbi ∩ Xbj = Xbibj and
Ybi ∩Ybj = Ybibj and applying the previous argument with bibj instead of bi, we
obtain the result.
Using induction, we show the following.
Lemma 2.3. Let A and B be differential rings, ν : A → B be a differential
homomorphism, and B be differentially finitely generated over A such that for
any generator η there exist b1, . . . , bn satisfying bkη ∈ ν(A) and {b1, . . . , bn} =
A. Then,
ν∗ : Spec∆B → V (ker ν)
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Let B be differentially generated over A by η1, . . . , ηn, and B1 be the
subring of B differentially generated over A by η1, . . . , ηn−1. Then, the homo-
morphism ν can be represented as the following composition
A
ν1−→ B1
ν2−→ B.
By Lemma 2.2, V (ker ν2) is homeomorphic to Spec
∆B. By the inductive as-
sumption, Spec∆B1 and V (ker ν1) are homeomorphic, and, thus, their cor-
responding subspaces V (ker ν2) and V (ker ν) are homeomorphic too. Conse-
quently, V (ker ν) and Spec∆B are homeomorphic as well.
Lemma 2.4. Let Aα be a direct system of differential A-algebras and να : A→
Aα be the corresponding homomorphisms. Suppose that for any α the map ν
∗
α
is a homeomorphism. Then, ν∗ is a homeomorphism, where ν : A → lim
−→
α
Aα is
the direct limit of να.
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Proof. Denote lim
−→
α
Aα by A
′. We will first show that ν is bijective. Surjectivity:
consider a prime differential ideal p in A. Let pα be the ideals in Aα corre-
sponding to p that is ν∗α(pα) = p. Then, lim−→
α
pα is a prime differential ideal in
A′ contracting to p.
Injectivity: suppose that there exist two prime differential ideals q and q′ in
A′ contracting to p. Then, there exists s ∈ A′ such that s ∈ q′ \ q. It follows
from [1, Chapter 2, Exercise 14] that there are α and sα ∈ Aα such that sα maps
to s. Let qα and q
′
α denote the contractions of q and q
′ on Aα, respectively.
Then, we have sα ∈ q
′
α \ qα. But both ideals contract to p and belong to Aα,
contradiction.
We will show now that ν is a homeomorphism. We just need to prove that
the image of any principal open set is open. Let s be an arbitrary element of A′.
We will demonstrate that the image of Spec∆(A′)s is open in Spec
∆A. Indeed,
for some α, there is sα ∈ Aα such that its image coincides with s. Then,
Spec∆(Aα)sα = Spec
∆(A′)s.
But, by the data, the image of Spec∆(Aα)sα is open in Spec
∆A, which finishes
the proof.
Lemma 2.5. For every η ∈ O′(X), there exist b1, . . . , bm ∈ A such that biη ∈
ι′(A) and {b1, . . . , bm} = A.
Proof. Without the loss of generality, we may suppose that U1 ∪ . . . ∪ Um = X
such that Ui = Xbi and, for any p ∈ Ui we have η(p) = ai/bi in K(p). We will
replace ai and bi by aibi and b
2
i , respectively. Then, for any p 6∈ Ui, we have
ai = 0 in K(p). Then, since all Ui cover X , it follows that {b1, . . . , bm} = A.
Let us show that, for every p, biη(p) = ai in K(p) holds. Indeed, if p ∈ Ui then
biη(p) = bi(ai/bi) = ai
in K(p). If p ∈ Uj \ Ui then
biη(p) = bi(aj/bj) = 0
in K(p), but ai = 0 in K(p) too. Consequently, biη = ι
′(ai).
Theorem 2.6. Let D be a differential subring of O′(X) containing the image
of A and ι′ : A→ D be the corresponding homomorphism. In this case,
ι′∗ : Spec∆D → Spec∆A.
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that for any differentially finitely generated
over A subalgebra in O′(X) the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 hold. From the
definition of ι′, it follows that ker ι′ belongs to the intersection of all prime
differential ideals of A. Consequently, for any differentially finitely generated
algebraD the statement is proven. But any differential algebra can by presented
as a direct limit of its differentially finitely generated subalgebras. Then, it
follows from Lemma 2.4 that the statement holds for any subalgebra D.
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3 Main result
In this section, we reduce the main result to Theorem 2.6. We have two sheaves
on the topological space X , namely: O and O′. Consider the homomorphism
of sheaves
ϕ(U) : O(U)→ O′(U) ϕ(f)(p) = f(p) mod p.
From now we suppose that the given ring A is a Keigher ring.
Proposition 3.1. With the above conventions, kerϕ(X) coincides with the
nilradical of O(X).
Proof. By definition, kerϕ(X) coincides with
{ f ∈ O(X) | f(p) ∈ pAp }.
Let us show that the nilradical is contained in the kernel. Let f be a nilpotent
element. Then, for any p we have fn(p) = 0. So, fn(p) ∈ pAp. Consequently,
f(p) ∈ pAp.
Conversely, let f ∈ kerϕ(X). Then, there exists a cover U1 ∪ . . . ∪ Un = X
such that for every i we have f(p) = ai/bi in Ap, whenever p ∈ Ui. Without
loss of generality we may suppose that Ui = Xbi . Fix some i. Then,
f(p) = ai/bi ∈ pAp,
for all p not containing bi. Then, ai ∈ p for all p not containing bi. Therefore,
ai belongs to the intersection of all prime ideals in Abi . Since A is a Keigher
ring (Abi too), ai belongs to the nilradical of Abi [12, Corollary 2.9]. Hence, for
some ki we have a
ki
i = 0 in Abi . Therefore, for some mi, it follows that
bmii a
ki
i = 0
in A. And so, we have that (aibi)
ni = 0 for some ni. Let n = max
i
ni. Then,
for every i we have (aibi)
n = 0 in A. Consequently, for every i and every p ∈ Ui
the following holds:
fn(p) =
(
ai
bi
)n
=
(aibi)
n
b2ni
= 0 Ap.
Theorem 3.2. Let D be a differential subring of O(X) containing the image
of A and ι : A→ D be the corresponding homomorphism. Then,
ι∗ : Spec∆D → Spec∆A.
is a homeomorphism.
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Proof. Consider the homomorphism ϕ(X) : D → O′(X). It follows from Propo-
sition 3.1 that the kernel of ϕ(X) coincides with the nilradical of D. The quo-
tient of D by its nilradical will be denoted by D′. It is clear that Spec∆D can
be identified with Spec∆D′. We have the following sequence of homomorphisms
A→ D′ → O′(X).
And the composition coincides with ι′. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that
Spec∆D′ → Spec∆A is a homeomorphism. Remembering that Spec∆D is
homeomorphic to Spec∆D′, we obtain the desired result.
Corollary 3.3. Let A be a Ritt algebra and ι : A→ Â be the canonical homo-
morphism into the ring of global sections. Then,
ι∗ : Spec∆ Â→ Spec∆A
is a homeomorphism.
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